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Demystifying Smart Cities: Practical Perspectives on How Cities Can Leverage the Potential of New TechnologiesApress, 2019

	
		The concept of Smart Cities is accurately regarded as a potentially transformative power all over the world. Bustling metropolises infused with the right combination of the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, big data, and blockchain promise to improve both our daily lives and larger structural operations at a city...
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Broadcast Announcing Worktext, Third Edition: A Media Performance Guide (Book & CD Rom)Focal Press, 2009
This book provides the aspiring broadcast performer with the skills, techniques, and procedures necessary to enter this highly competitive field. In addition to the principles of good performance, this text addresses the importance of audience and how to change message to communicate effectively to various groups. Television and radio studio...
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A Companion to African Cinema (Wiley Blackwell Companions to National Cinemas)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		An authoritative guide to African cinema with contributions from a team of experts on the topic

	
		A Companion to African Cinema offers an overview of critical approaches to African cinema. With contributions from an international panel of experts, the Companion approaches the topic through the lens of...
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Modelling Distributed Energy Resources in Energy Service Networks (Iet Renewable Energy)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2013

	Modelling Distributed Energy Resources in Energy Service Networks focuses on modelling two key infrastructures in urban energy systems with embedded technologies. These infrastructures are natural gas and electricity networks and the embedded technologies include cogeneration and electric vehicle devices. The subject is addressed using...
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China’s Urban Construction Land Development: The State, Market, and Peasantry in ActionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book examines the nature and internal dynamics of China’s urban construction land (UCL) development, drawing insights from the recently developed theory of regional political ecology. Based on the author’s original research, it identifies two different types of UCL development in China, namely top-down, formal...
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Random Walks and Diffusions on Graphs and Databases: An Introduction (Springer Series in Synergetics)Springer, 2011

	Most networks and databases that humans have to deal with contain large, albeit finite number of units. Their structure, for maintaining functional consistency of the components, is essentially not random and calls for a precise quantitative description of relations between nodes (or data units) and all network components. This book is an...
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The County Diagnostic: A Regional Environmental Footprint Framework for the USA (Beiträge zur Landschafts- und Umweltplanung I Contributions to Landscape and Environmental Planning)Springer, 2019

	The county diagnostic method is a spatially explicit, unit specific, component expanded regional environmental footprint framework for the USA designed by Bryce Lawrence to compare the influence of ecoregions on poly?factorial environmental footprints. This 'diagnostic assessment' quantifies and compares the flows of food, water, energy,...
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Artificial Crime Analysis Systems: Using Computer Simulations and Geographic Information SystemsInformation Science Publishing, 2008
In the last decade there has been a phenomenal growth in interest in crime pattern analysis. Geographic information systems are now widely used in urban police agencies throughout industrial nations. With this, scholarly interest in understanding crime patterns has grown considerably.
Artificial Crime Analysis Systems: Using Computer...
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Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2007 R2Sybex, 2009
Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product, including planning and installation, upgrading Systems Management Server 2003, deploying software and operating systems, security, monitoring and troubleshooting, and automating and customizing SCCM 2007 with scripts.
...
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Water-Quality Engineering in Natural SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	FOCUSING ON CONTAMINANT FATE AND TRANSPORT, DESIGN OF ENVIRONMENTAL-CONTROL SYSTEMS, AND REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS

	

	This textbook details the fundamental equations that describe the fate and transport of contaminantsin the water environment. The application of these fundamental equations to the design of environmental-control...
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Two-Dimensional Change Detection Methods: Remote Sensing Applications (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Change detection using remotely sensed images has many applications, such as urban monitoring, land-cover change analysis, and disaster management. This work investigates two-dimensional change detection methods. The existing methods in the literature are grouped into four categories: pixel-based, transformation-based, texture analysis-based,...
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Emergent Practices and Material Conditions in Learning and Teaching with TechnologiesSpringer, 2019

	
		This book explores the complexities of interacting with digital technologies in the everyday flow of practices in schools, museums, and the home. In particular, the authors pay attention to the material conditions of such practices via the exploration of media discourses on information and communication technologies in the...
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